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Reading About Us and Them: Moral
but no Minimal Group Effects on
Language-Induced Emotion
Björn ’t Hart1, Marijn Struiksma1, Anton van Boxtel 2 and Jos J. A. van Berkum1*

1Utrecht Institute of Linguistics OTS, Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands, 2Cognitive Neuropsychology, Social and
Behavioral Sciences, Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands

Many of our everyday emotional responses are triggered by language, and a full
understanding of how people use language therefore also requires an analysis of how
words elicit emotion as they are heard or read. We report a facial electromyography
experiment in which we recorded corrugator supercilii, or “frowning muscle”, activity to
assess how readers processed emotion-describing language in moral and minimal in/
outgroup contexts. Participants read sentence-initial phrases like “Mark is angry” or “Mark
is happy” after descriptions that defined the character at hand as a good person, a bad
person, a member of a minimal ingroup, or a member of a minimal outgroup (realizing the
latter two by classifying participants as personality “type P” and having them read about
characters of “type P” or “type O”). As in our earlier work, moral group status of the
character clearly modulated how readers responded to descriptions of character
emotions, with more frowning to “Mark is angry” than to “Mark is happy” when the
character had previously been described as morally good, but notwhen the character had
been described as morally bad. Minimal group status, however, did not matter to how the
critical phrases were processed, with more frowning to “Mark is angry” than to “Mark is
happy” across the board. Our morality-based findings are compatible with a model in
which readers use their emotion systems to simultaneously simulate a character’s emotion
and evaluate that emotion against their own social standards. The minimal-group result
does not contradict this model, but also does not provide new evidence for it.

Keywords: psycholinguistics, communication, emotion, embodiment, morality, minimal groups, EMG, facial
electromyography

INTRODUCTION

Part of the attraction of reading a story is that we can vicariously experience what it is like to be
somebody else. For example, we can experience happiness when characters in a story find love,
frustration when they quarrel, and sadness when they break up–all the while reclining in our
armchairs or waiting for the train. Such vicarious experiences can take our mind off things or help us
pass the time, provide entertainment, and help us learn about others, life, and possibly even ourselves.

Interestingly, “vicarious experience”may well have a literal meaning here. Partly motivated by the
realization that the meaning of at least some concepts must be grounded in actual bodily experience
(Barsalou, 2008), research on embodied language processing has indicated that reading or hearing a
word can lead to a simulation of concrete experiences involving the concept, via the neural re-
instantiation of perceptual, motor and other experience-induced states associated with what the
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concept or phrasal combination of concepts is about (Barsalou,
2009; Vigliocco et al., 2009; Glenberg, 2011; Glenberg and
Gallese, 2012; Havas and Matheson, 2013; Zwaan, 2014;
Winkielman et al., 2015; Zwaan, 2016; Fingerhut and Prinz,
2018; Winkielman et al., 2018). For example, reading action
words like “kick” or “pick” leads to activation of the motor
cortex involved in actually realizing the described movements
(Pülvermüller et al., 2005; Willems and Casasanto, 2011), and
reading phrases such as “he saw an eagle in the sky” leads to a
perceptual simulation of the described situation (Zwaan et al.,
2002; Zwaan and Pecher, 2012). Such research suggests that
when people process emotion words like “happy” or “angry”,
they may actually reuse emotion-related neural systems
(Anderson, 2010) to mentally simulate the emotional state
described by the language at hand.

Compatible with this simulation idea, studies that use
electromyography (EMG) to track subtle facial muscle activity
have suggested that simply reading or hearing “angry” or “she is
angry” leads to rapid contraction of the corrugator supercilli or
‘frowning muscle’, and, conversely, that reading or hearing
“happy”, or “she is happy” leads to rapid contraction of the
zygomaticus major, the cheek muscle involved in smiling (e.g.,
Foroni and Semin, 2009; Glenberg et al., 2009; Foroni and Semin,
2013; Künecke et al., 2015; Fino et al., 2016; see van Berkum et al.,
in press for review). The central idea here is not that people need
to actually move their face to make sense of emotion words and
phrases, but that the comprehension of an emotion word involves
the spontaneous partial reinstatement of the described emotional
state (including traces of the associated facial expression), as if
one is having the emotion oneself. This reinstatement would
occur as part of the retrieval of word meaning frommemory (e.g.,
Foroni and Semin, 2009; Künecke, et al., 2015), and/or as part of
constructing a situation model in which some concrete character
is having an emotion (e.g., Glenberg et al., 2009; Fino et al., 2016).

Evidence that readers use their emotion systems to simulate
linguistic meaning poses an interesting puzzle, because during
everyday language comprehension, people obviously also need
their emotion systems for their primary function, which is
to–consciously or unconsciously–evaluate how events in the
world relate to their own concerns (e.g., Lazarus, 1991; Frijda,
2007; Tooby and Cosmides, 2008; Scarantino, 2014; van Berkum,
2018; Scherer and Moors, 2019; see van Berkum, in press, for
review). Emotional evaluation is what makes us feel good over a
verbal compliment, scared when receiving an unfavourable
medical diagnosis, worried over what we read in the
newspaper, or surprised by a fictional character’s actions in a
novel. These everyday examples suggest that we continuously use
our emotion systems to evaluate what we read or hear. So how
does such language-driven emotional evaluation mesh with
language-driven emotion simulation? When processing
language, do we simultaneously use our emotion systems to
simulate somebody else’s described emotion and to evaluate,
i.e., have our own emotions about, what is described? If so,
how? And if not, which of the two potential uses of our
emotion systems receives priority?

We explored this issue in two prior EMG-studies (’t Hart et al.,
2018; ’t Hart et al., 2019), where we embedded phrases like “Mark

was angry” or “Mark was happy” in a narrative context that was
designed to promote simulation as well as evaluation. Specifically,
we compared the processing at negative or positive emotional
state adjectives, e.g., “angry” vs. “happy”, in stories where the
character experiencing those states had previously displayed
morally good or morally bad behavior. We reasoned that any
lexical and/or situation model simulation should in principle
always generate more negative emotion at “Mark was angry” than
at “Mark was happy”, independent of whether the character was
morally good or bad. The reader’s moral evaluation of events,
however, should depend onwho the event is happening to, at least
to some extent. When something bad happens to a morally good
character, this should typically be seen as “unfair” or otherwise
undesirable, and something good happening to him or her should
be seen as desirable (as in a “feel-good” movie). Something bad
happening to a morally bad character, however, should typically
elicit a sense of fairness or “justice being served”, perhaps even a
bit of Schadenfreude (e.g., Feather and Nairn, 2005; Singer et al.,
2006; Leach and Spears, 2009; Cikara and Fiske, 2012), and
something good happening to him or her should typically be
seen as “unfair”.

Because our logic was cast in terms of the valence (positivity or
negativity) of language-induced emotion, we looked for traces of
reader emotion by recording EMG over the corrugator or
“frowning” muscle, a sensitive and reliable indicator of valence
(e.g., Larsen et al., 2003; Höfling et al., 2020; see van Boxtel, in
press; van Berkum et al., in press, for reviews). The EMG-results
were very clear. In both studies, phrases like “Mark was angry” led
to stronger corrugator activity than phrases like “Mark was
happy” when the character had previously acted in a morally
good way, but not when the character had previously acted in a
morally bad way–in the latter case, corrugator activity to negative
and positive emotion adjectives did not differ. Because simple
models involving only simulation or evaluation cannot easily
explain these results, we converged on amultiple-driversmodel of
corrugator activity during language comprehension (see Figure 1;
adapted from van Berkum et al., in press), which, in our materials,
would involve both simulation (at the lexical and/or situation
model) and evaluation of what is being asserted.

Our multiple-drivers account proposed that in the case of a
good character, negative emotion induced by simulation at “Mark
is angry” adds up with the negative emotional evaluation
associated with an undesirable outcome, and positive emotion
induced by simulation at “Mark is happy” adds up with the
positive emotional evaluation associated with a desirable
outcome, leading to a much stronger corrugator activity at
negative emotion words, as compared to positive ones. In the
case of a bad character, however, negative emotion induced by
simulation at “Mark is angry” is counteracted by the positive
emotional evaluation of a “fair” outcome, and positive emotion
induced by simulation at, e.g., “Mark is happy” is counteracted by
the negative emotional evaluation of an “unfair” outcome, to such
an extent that, with our materials, no net valence effect at negative
vs. positive emotion words remains.

While adequate, this account of the ’t Hart et al. (2018), ’t Hart
et al. (2019) results is only modestly parsimonious, as it explains a
null result as the net effect of two counteracting forces. The
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principal aim of the current experiment was to try to expose the
counteracting drivers by “downtuning” the force of emotional
evaluation. Morality is deeply intertwined with ingroup cohesion
and intergroup competition (Haidt, 2012; Greene, 2014). As
people tend to consider themselves as morally virtuous
(Tappin and McKay, 2016), morally good people can be said
to belong to a highly relevant ingroup, associated with strong
positive feelings, andmorally bad people can be said to belong to a
highly relevant outgroup, associated with strong negative feelings.
Taking this morality-based grouping as our starting point, we
turned to a minimal group manipulation (e.g., Tajfel et al., 1971;

Diehl, 1990) to define in- and outgroups that are associated with
attenuated emotional evaluations. In a minimal group paradigm,
participants are divided into two or more groups on the basis of
arbitrary characteristics, such as a coin flip, shirt color, or fake
personality test score. Such classifications, although arbitrary,
lead to subtle in- and outgroup biases with a preference for “us”
and a dispreference for “them”, in face-to-face contact, but also
when processing language (e.g., Morrison et al., 2012). We
reasoned that with phrases like “Mark is angry”, the force of
group-based emotional evaluation (e.g., a bit of Schadenfreude
when something bad happens to an outgroup member) would be

FIGURE 1 | A multiple-drivers model of emotional facial expressions and the associated EMG effects induced by language in simple (e.g., laboratory)
communicative contexts. Apart from language-induced emotion simulation and emotional evaluation, the model also acknowledges mimicry and other factors as
potential drivers (see the Discussion). Adapted from the fALC model, a broader model of what drives emotional facial expression during language processing (see van
Berkum et al., in press).

FIGURE 2 | Schematic trial structure, with (partly abbreviated) example item, component presentation duration in seconds, and associated EMG segment labels.
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weaker when the characters at hand belonged to minimal
outgroup than when they belonged to a moral outgroup. With
a smaller contribution of group-dependent evaluation, and on the
assumption that at phrases like “Mark is angry”, language-driven
lexical or situation-model simulation would remain the same, a
simulation-based valence effect should begin to show up in
corrugator EMG.

Before the critical task, participants filled out a fake personality
questionnaire, which invariably scored them as a “type P” rather
than a “type O” personality. Each participant subsequently
viewed a series of composite stimuli as their EMG was being
recorded. At each trial (see Figure 2), participants first saw a
silhouette of a character together with a moral (“good” or “bad”)
or a minimal (“type P” or “type O”) group classification, and then
read a sentence in which the character was described having a
positive or negative emotion because of some particular reason.

Each sentence contained three EMG-relevant segments. At the
character manipulation segment, we predicted that designating a
character as bad should elicit more corrugator activity than
designating a character as good. Based on evidence for a mild
negative bias toward minimal outgroups (e.g., Diehl, 1990),
designating a character as type O to participants who
themselves have been designated as type P might also elicit
more corrugator activity, albeit to a lesser extent than with a
moral outgroup designator.

At the affective state adjective segment (e.g., “angry” vs.
“happy”), the critical segment for our study, predictions also
depended on whether characters had been designated in terms of
a moral or a minimal group dimension. For characters designated
as morally good or bad, we expected to replicate the crucial
corrugator EMG pattern observed in our two earlier EMG-
studies: substantially more frowning at “(Mark was) angry”
than at “(Mark was) happy”—i.e., a large adjective valence
effect—for morally good characters because of simulation- and
evaluation-driven activity adding up, but a zero, or close to zero,
adjective valence effect for morally bad characters because of
simulation- and evaluation-driven activity counteracting
each other.

For characters designated as belonging to a minimal ingroup
(type P, the same type as the participant), we again expected more
frowning at “(Mark was) angry” than at “(Mark was) happy”
because of simulation- and evaluation-driven activity adding up.
However, because the fate of a member of an ingroup that the
reader only weakly associates with should matter less than the fate
of a member of an ingroup member that the reader strongly
associates with, the size of the adjective valence effect with
minimal ingroup characters should be smaller than with moral
ingroup characters. Furthermore, for characters designated as
belonging to a minimal outgroup (type O), we predicted that the
negative emotion associated with simulating the meaning of
“(Mark was) angry”, compared to “(Mark was) happy”, would
not be fully counteracted by a weak outgroup-contingent positive
evaluation of this particular outcome, leading to a small net
adjective valence effect. Assuming some minimal ingroup
favoritism, the net adjective valence effect should still be a bit
larger with minimal ingroup characters (where any evaluation
still aligns with simulation) than with minimal outgroup

characters (where it opposes simulation). But in both minimal
group cases, adjective valence effects should lie between the
adjective valence effects in the two moral group cases. With a
smaller evaluation bias, EMG-responses should in the minimal-
group part of the design be dominated more by language-driven
simulation.

At the affect reason segment, the reason for the character’s
emotion is revealed. Because the input provided here is
distributed over a multi-word clause, with the reasons for
positive and negative affect usually differing on more than one
word, descriptions of affect reasons were much less well-
controlled in terms of lexical variables and time-locking
precision. We therefore made no detailed predictions for this
segment. However, in line with the results of the one prior study
where we had also temporally separated the affect reason from the
affective state adjective (’t Hart et al., 2019), we expected a
renewed phasic corrugator response to reasons for negative
emotion, particularly for moral ingroup characters, but
possibly also for other characters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
We recruited 64 native speakers of Dutch (58 female and 6 male)
aged between 18 and 27 (M � 21.5, SD � 2.2) from the Utrecht
University Humanities faculty participant database, for an
experiment on reading that focused on language, emotions
and personality. None of the participants had been diagnosed
with dyslexia, had taken Botox® injections in the face, or had
participated in the earlier ’t Hart et al. (2018), ’t Hart et al. (2019)
studies. Research procedures complied with Netherlands Code
of Conduct for Academic Practice and with the Declaration of
Helsinki. Participants gave written informed consent after
reviewing a form that detailed the nature of the materials
and the procedure, and emphasized their right to withdraw
consent at any time without having to provide a reason and
without losing financial compensation (€ 12,-). The study was
approved by the Linguistics Chamber of the Faculty of
Humanities Ethics Assessment Committee at Utrecht
University.

Stimulus Materials and Design
We extracted the 64 critical story-final sentences from the larger
Dutch stories of the ’t Hart et al. (2019) study, to now present
them in a different context. All sentences described an affective
episode according to the structure: <Character name> is/feels/
becomes/notes <positive or negative affective state adjective>
<neutral connector phrase> <reason for the affective state>.
Positive and negative critical adjectives had comparable
average length (positive: 8.0 letters, range 4–13; negative: 7.3
letters, range 4–14), and so did the reason fragments (positive:
40.3 characters, range 22–52; negative: 42.5 characters, range
21–58, including spaces). Each of the critical sentences was
preceded by a neutral silhouette image of a male or female
character together with a moral or a minimal group
classification, signaled by a badge on their chest that said
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either “good” (moral ingroup), “bad” (moral outgroup), “type P”
(minimal ingroup) or “type O” (minimal outgroup), as well as by
an accompanying qualification underneath the silhouette:
“<Character name> is a really good person”, “. . .a really bad
person”, “. . .a type P personality” or “. . .a type O personality”
(see Supplementary Section S1).

Fully crossing character manipulation with critical sentence
type yielded eight stimulus variants that realized our 2 × 2 × 2
design: grouping dimension (moral vs. minimal) × group
(ingroup vs. outgroup) × critical adjective valence (positive vs.
negative). We constructed 8 pseudo-randomized 128-trials lists,
such that (a) no specific stimulus variant was repeated in a list, (b)
each list contained two pseudo-randomized blocks, with
64 moral-group items followed by 64 minimal-group items in
four lists, and the reverse block order in the remaining lists, and
(c) in each block, 32 items had a male character and 32 a female
one. Each participant received one list only.

Procedure and Data Acquisition
After signing an informed consent form, participants first
completed a (fake) digital personality test. The 22 items in this
test, pseudo-randomly drawn from existing personality tests,
queried aspects of personality unrelated to morality (e.g.,
“Sometimes I really lose myself in music”, “I have fairly fixed
habits”, “I never worry”, and “I am very eager to learn”).
Unbeknownst to the participants, the test automatically always
classified them as “type P”. To make sure participants attended to
their classification, they were asked to digitally enter their type
themselves, and to wear a badge with a capital P for the remainder
of the session.

In the subsequent EMG-task, participants read a series of
descriptions of events involving different characters, each
preceded by a character description. Apart from trying not to
move and blink too much, no other task was imposed. Stimuli
were presented with the structure and timing shown in Figure 2
on a 15.6-inch laptop monitor (Lenovo E531 ThinkPad)
positioned at about 60 cm distance, in white on a gray
background, with a character silhouette image of
approximately 10° vertical angle, a 26 points Times New
Roman font for the sentence, and with the same neutral
baseline picture of a forest scene presented at the beginning of
each trial (providing a mental reset and a trial-specific EMG-
baseline). Participants pressed the space bar to advance to the
next trial, with their left hand so as to prevent cable movement
artifacts. Each block was preceded by two practice trials, and the
blocks were separated by a pause that contained a short and easy
distractor task. Sentence presentation parameters were identical
to that of ’t Hart et al. (2019).

Facial EMG was recorded at 2048 Hz with a Nexus MKII
biosignal system (Mind Media, Roermond-Herten), using
reusable Ag/AgCl electrodes with a 2 mm contact surface,
placed at standard recording sites over the right corrugator
supercilii and zygomaticus major (Fridlund and Cacioppo,
1986; van Boxtel, in press). As in the ’t Hart et al. (2018),
’t Hart et al. (2019) studies, we recorded from the right side of
the face only (on average, spontaneous facial expressions do not
differ between the left and right side of the face; Ekman et al.,

1981). Also as in our earlier studies, we defined predictions for
corrugator EMG only. Although the corrugator and the
zygomaticus are often used together to assess emotional
valence, only the former muscle tracks valence in a relatively
monotonic way (zygomaticus activity can increase with both
positive and very negative stimuli, relative to neutral stimuli;
Kunkel, 2018, Chapter 3; Larsen et al., 2003; Lee and Potter, 2018;
see van Berkum et al., in press, for review). To allow for
comparison to other work, we document average zygomaticus
results in the Supplementary Section S5, with the raw data
available in our online repository (https://doi.org/10.24416/
UU01-YM9VPP).

After the EMG-task, participants filled out the Adolescent
Measure of Empathy and Sympathy (AMES, Vossen et al., 2015),
the Moral Foundations Questionnaire (MFQ, Graham et al.,
2011), and a structured exit survey. The AMES and MFQ data
were of exploratory interest and are reported in the
Supplementary Section S3. Finally, participants were
debriefed and paid. The average total session lasted about
75 min, with about 45 min on the EMG-task.

Data Preparation and Analysis
The raw EMG-data were filtered with a band-pass of 20–500 Hz
(48 dB/octave roll-off) and a notch filter at 50 Hz to remove
common artifacts (see van Boxtel 2010), followed by signal
rectification and segmentation per trial, all using BrainVision
Analyzer 2 (BrainProducts, Gilching). A trigger placement error
resulted in loss of data for two of originally 64 tested
participants. For the remaining 62 participants, we used
visual inspection to select maximally long epochs of “quiet
signal” (free of extreme bursts) within the 2,000 ms baseline
segment, with a minimum length of 500 ms for each muscle. If a
continuous artefact-free baseline epoch of at least 500 ms was
not found, the trial was excluded from the analysis (resulting in
3.45% lost trials).

After baseline epoch selection, the data were exported to
MatLab for further segmentation time-locked to the onset of the
character manipulation picture (segment length 3,500 ms), the
affective state adjective (segment length 1,000 ms), and the
affect reason (segment length 2,500 ms). Each of the
resulting EMG segments was then partitioned into
consecutive 100-ms bins, known to strike a good balance
between sufficient temporal resolution and sufficient random
error reduction (van Boxtel, 2010). To reduce random variance
both within and between individuals (van Boxtel, 2010), average
EMG activity was expressed as a percentage of the pre-stimulus
baseline epoch activity level.

The three segments were analyzed separately using the linear
mixed models procedure in SPSS (IBM, v25). In linear mixed
models the item- and participant variance are estimated
simultaneously, resulting in a cross-classified model (Quené
and Van den Bergh 2004; Quené and Van den Bergh 2008). For
each segment, we constructed models for the corrugator data by
iteratively adding potentially relevant components and
testing for significant model improvement at each addition
(using the likelihood ratio (-2LL difference chi-square) test,
p <0 .05). We only kept components whose addition
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explained a significant amount of variance or were necessary
to test hypothesized interactions. Components that did not
significantly improve the model were dropped in the next
iteration (Winter, 2020).

Because we were not only interested in average corrugator
activity in a segment but also in its development over time, we
used a growth curve model approach (Peck and Devore, 2008;
Mirman, 2015) with specific analysis designs that were
optimized for assessing and comparing time trends across
conditions. We first modeled participants and items as
random factors. To assess the effect of our manipulations
on the average activation across an entire segment, we
subsequently added grouping dimension (moral vs.

minimal), group (ingroup vs. outgroup), and its interaction
as a fixed factor in the model for the character manipulation
segment, and grouping dimension (moral vs. minimal), group
(ingroup vs. outgroup), affective state adjective/reason valence
(positive vs. negative), and their 2-way and 3-way interactions
as fixed factors in the model for the affective state adjective and
affect reason segments. Afterward the most complex interaction
was added to the random part of the model as a random slope.
Next, linear, quadratic, and cubic trends were added as
covariates in the fixed part of the model. Time trend (e.g.,
linear) components were added per condition to maintain
flexibility in building the model, and to avoid forcing the
model to fit, for example, a linear trend for all conditions

FIGURE 3 | Corrugator EMG across the entire stimulus epoch, for (A)moral and (B)minimal in- and outgroups, together with a (partly abbreviated) example item,
the associated stimulus component presentation onsets and offsets (thin vertical lines) and the three critical EMG segments (gray bars). Note that on average, EMG
activity in the first two seconds is above 100% because the values on which the baseline value is basedmay be a subset of all data points in this 2-s interval (see Methods
for EMG baselining procedure).
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when only one condition contained a significant linear
component. All trend components were centered to avoid
correlation between trends (fixed effects final model
intercepts therefore reflect the average corrugator activity
across the entire segment, not the level at which corrugator
activity intercepts the y-axis). By using trends up to the cubic
component, we achieved some flexibility to fit responses
without over-fitting or losing explanatory power (Mirman,
2015). Because we were particularly interested in temporal
developments, the random part of the models always included
random slopes for subjects for each time trend that initially
improved the model (as well as standard random intercepts for
subject and item).

To facilitate interpretation, in the final model the fixed
factors grouping dimension, group and affective state
adjective/reason valence were included as a single
condition factor, which allowed for a no-intercept model
where the estimates of the conditions reflect the segment
average corrugator activation. This re-parametrization does
not change the -2LL value, and as such still represents the
optimal model. While trend components were fitted with a
resolution of 100 ms, the associated parameter estimates
(e.g., b for a linear slope) are reported on a 1-s basis. For
the final model, custom two-tailed t-tests were used to assess
theoretically relevant pairwise comparisons between
condition averages. Theoretically relevant comparisons
between two (e.g., linear) condition-specific trend
components were done by explicitly comparing the
difference between associated regression weights (b1–b2) in a
dedicated two-tailed t-test in case both components had been
kept in the model, and by resorting to the simple fixed effects
t-test for just one of them (e.g., b1) when the other component
had not been included in the final model (which effectively
defined b2 as 0). For each critical segment, Supplementary
Section S2 reports on model construction steps, followed by
parameter tests and specific comparisons based on the final
model (referring to our online repository for all original
statistical analyses documents: https://doi.org/10.24416/
UU01-YM9VPP).

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows average corrugator EMG responses across the
entire stimulus epoch, together with an example item and the
associated temporal structure. As can be seen, there is hardly any
differential activity in the character manipulation segment, but
substantial differential activity in the affective state adjective
segment and the affect reason segment. In the following, we
discuss these results per segment (see Supplementary Section S2
for statistical details).

Character Manipulation
The character manipulation designated a character as morally
good (moral ingroup), morally bad (moral outgroup), a type P
personality (minimal ingroup) or a type O personality (minimal
outgroup). Figure 4 shows the corrugator EMG results for each

condition, time-locked to the onset of the character manipulation
picture. For the average corrugator activity across the entire 3.5-s
segment, the overall interaction test revealed a significant
interaction between grouping dimension × group (moral
ingroup 103.9%, moral outgroup 112.0%, minimal ingroup
104.3%, minimal outgroup 104.4%, F (4, 134.64) � 1542.44,
p < 0.001). We discuss all further effects for moral and
minimal groups separately.

Moral In- and Outgroup
As expected, Figure 4 reveals increased frowning to characters
designated as bad (dashed black line), and no such increase for
characters designated as good (solid black line). In line with this,
average corrugator activity across the entire segment differed
significantly at morally good vs. morally bad character
descriptions (differenceingr–outgr � −8.02, t (184.17) � −2.48,
p � 0.01, 95% CI [−14.41, −1.64]). As for the trend
components, the model fitted a flat line for good character
descriptions, indicating no change in corrugator activity at all.
For bad character descriptions, two marginal effects hint at the
phasic nature of the response, with linear and quadratic trend
components further improving the statistical model (see
Supplementary Section S2a), and the associated b-estimates
almost significantly different from zero (positive linear trend
b � 2.19, t (62.02) � 1.97, p � 0.053, 95% CI [−0.03, 4.41]; negative
quadratic trend b � −2.89, t (61.97) � −1.93, p � 0.059, 95% CI
[−5.89, 0.11]). In all, seeing a silhouette with “bad” accompanied
by “X is a really bad person” fairly rapidly elicits a bit of frowning,
starting at around 1,000–1,100 msec in the actual (non-modeled)
data.

Minimal In- and Outgroup
We had considered that designating a character as a minimal
outgroup member might increase corrugator activity too,
although not to the extent observed for moral outgroup
designators. However, in Figure 4, the corrugator response
to characters labeled as type O (dashed gray line) and type P

FIGURE 4 | Corrugator EMG response to the character manipulation.
Dots show the observed data (averaged per 100 ms), and lines show the final
growth curve model (incorporating all intercept and trend parameters that
significantly improved the model). The gray bands represent 95%
confidence intervals from the final growth curve model.
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(solid gray line) are right on top of each other, and a
pairwise comparison did not reveal a significant average
corrugator activity difference between the two conditions
(differenceingr–outgr � −0.18, t (184.15) � −0.05, p � 0.96, 95%
CI [−6.56, 6.21]). Also, trend analysis did not reveal any big
differences there either. For minimal outgroup as well as minimal
ingroup character descriptions, a positive linear trend component
improved the model (see Supplementary Section S2a). For
minimal outgroup characters, the positive linear trend
significantly differed from zero (b � 2.27, t (302.92) � 3.63,
p < 0.001, 95% CI [1.04, 3.50]), while for minimal ingroup
characters the difference was only marginal (b � 1.18, t
(61.90) � 1.89, p � 0.06, 95% CI [−0.07, 2.44]), but the
pairwise comparison revealed no significant difference between
these two trends (differenceingr–outgr b � 1.09, t (204.66) � 1.23,
p � 0.22, 95% CI [−0.66, 2.83]). Higher-order trend analysis
revealed a significant but very small cubic trend in the minimal
outgroup response (indicating a fall-rise-fall pattern, see
Supplementary Section S2b), but as can be seen in Figure 4,
the fitted curves for these two conditions are virtually on top of
each other. In all, the corrugator EMG did not show a clear
differential response to descriptions of minimal ingroup (type
P) or outgroup (type O) characters. Participants did report
feeling less similar (range: −3 not similar at all, 3 very similar) to
minimal outgroup characters than to minimal ingroup
characters (M � −1.61 vs. M � 0.70; Mdiff � −2.31, SD �
1.19; two-tailed paired-samples t-test t (61) � −9.06, p <
0.001), but this did not translate to clearly differential EMG
activity.

Affective State Adjective
At the affective state adjective (e.g., “happy/angry”), the most
critical segment in our study, participants read about positive or
negative emotion of the same character. This additional adjective
valence factor expands the EMG-analysis to a 2 (grouping
dimension: morality vs. minimal group) × 2 (group: ingroup vs.
outgroup) × 2 (affective adjective valence: positive vs. negative)
design. Figure 5 displays the associated corrugator EMG-responses.
Consistent with the first impression, analysis of the average EMG
activity across the entire 1-s segment revealed a significant three-
way-interaction of these factors (F (8, 259.41) � 222.51, p < 0.001).

As with the character manipulation, we discuss all further effects for
moral and minimal groups separately.

Moral In- and Outgroup
For characters designated as morally good or bad, we expected to
replicate the core result of our two earlier EMG-studies:
substantially more frowning at “(Mark was) angry” than at
“(Mark was) happy” for morally good characters because of
simulation- and evaluation-driven corrugator activity adding
up, but a zero, or close to zero, adjective valence effect for
morally bad characters because of simulation- and evaluation-
driven corrugator activity canceling each other out. As can be
seen in Figure 5A, this is exactly what we observed.

For morally good characters, the EMG response showed a
clear and rapid increase in frowning activity at negative state
adjectives (solid black line), but no such increase at positive state
adjectives (solid gray line), with the signals diverging from about
300–400 ms onwards. Statistical analysis of average EMG during
the entire 1-s segment confirmed that participants frowned
significantly more when a good character had a negative
emotion than when he or she had a positive emotion
(differenceneg-pos � 13.70, t (428.27) � 3.13, p � 0.002, 95% CI
[5.10, 22.30]). Trends in the response also differed. The model
fitted a flat line at positive affective state adjectives but included a
significant linear increase in activation at negative adjectives (b �
56.40, t (76.12) � 2.65, p � 0.01, 95%CI [14.03, 98.78]), as well as a
cubic trend (see Supplementary Section S2d).

For morally bad characters, the EMG response showed no
such differential increase in frowning activity at negative state
adjectives (dashed black line), relative to positive state adjectives
(dashed gray line). The average segment EMG analysis confirmed
that average frowning during this 1-s interval did not statistically
differ at negative vs. positive state adjectives (differenceneg-pos �
0.72, t (428.64) � 0.17, p � 0.87, 95% CI [−7.88, 9.32]). As can be
seen in Figure 5A, modest upward linear trend components
improved the overall model, with a marginally significant b in the
case of negative adjectives (b � 9.67, t (56.35) � 1.92, p � 0.06, 95%
CI [−0.42, 19.75]), but not for positive adjectives (b � 6.57, t
(62.27) � 1.06, p � 0.30, 95% CI [−5.86, 19.00]), and no significant
difference between the two linear trends (differenceneg-pos b �
3.10, t (115.74) � 0.39, p � 0.70, 95% CI [−12.74, 18.95]).

FIGURE 5 | Corrugator EMG response to positive and negative affective state adjectives, for (A)moral and (B)minimal in- and outgroups. Dots show the observed
data (averaged per 100 ms), and lines show the final growth curve model. The gray bands represent 95% confidence intervals from the final growth curve model.
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Minimal In- and Outgroup
As can be seen in Figure 5B, we did not obtain the expected
pattern of results in this part of the design. For minimal ingroup
characters (i.e., designated before as a type P person), the EMG
response showed a clear and rapid increase in frowning activity at
negative state adjectives (solid black line) starting around
300–400 msec, and no such increase at positive state adjectives
(solid gray line). However, for minimal outgroup characters
(i.e., designated before as a type O person), the exact same
result was observed, with a clear and rapid increase in
frowning activity at negative state adjectives (dashed black
line) starting at around 300–400 msec, and no such increase
at positive state adjectives (dashed gray line). This suggests that
minimal group membership did not modulate the net
differences between responses to adjectives like “angry” and
“happy”.

The statistical analysis of average EMG during the entire 1-s
segment confirmed that participants frowned significantly more
when a character had a negative emotion than when he or she
had a positive emotion, for minimal ingroup characters
(differenceneg-pos b � 10.29, t (427.92) � 2.35, p � 0.02, 95%
CI [1.69, 18.89]), as well as for minimal outgroup characters
(differenceneg-pos b � 11.76, t (428.76) � 2.69, p � 0.01, 95% CI
[3.16, 20.36]). Furthermore, there was no difference in average
frowning activity at negative state descriptions of minimal
ingroup vs. outgroup members (Figure 5B, black lines;
differenceingrp–outgrp b � 0.09, t (428.82) � 0.02, p � 0.98, 95%
CI [−8.51, 8.69])), nor at positive state descriptions of minimal
ingroup vs. outgroup members (Figure 5B, gray lines;
differenceingrp–outgrp b � 1.56, t (428.02) � 0.36, p � 0.72, 95%
CI [−7.03, 10.16]).

As clearly evident in Figure 5B, the temporal development of
the corrugator EMG signal at positive and negative state
adjectives also did not vary as a result of minimal group
membership. Negative affective state adjectives led to a
significant linear increase in corrugator activity both for
minimal ingroup members (b � 42.85, t (55.50) � 2.29, p �
0.03, 95% CI [5.34, 80.36]) and for minimal outgroup members
(b � 39.76, t (144.53) � 3.47, p � 0.001, 95% CI [17.12, 62.40]),
with no significant difference between the two
(differenceingrp–outgrp b � 3.09, t (99.49) � 0.14, p � 0.89, 95%
CI [−40.45, 46.64]). The model also included a negative cubic
trend at negative affective state adjectives for minimal ingroup
and outgroup members, but the patterns did not differ (see
Supplementary Section S2d).

Our multiple-drivers model, and our additional assumption of
weaker (but non-zero) group-dependent evaluation in the
minimal group case than in the moral group case, had led us
to expect that the differential adjective valence effect (e.g. “angry”
vs. “happy”) would be smaller with minimal (type P) ingroup
characters than with moral (good) ingroup characters, with the
corrugator signal to a minimal ingroup character experiencing
negative emotion to end up below that to a moral ingroup
character experiencing the same emotion (i.e., black solid line
in Figure 5B lower than black solid line in Figure 5A). However,
although descriptively the EMG-response pattern is in the
right direction, pairwise comparisons showed no significant

difference between these two signals, neither in terms of the 1-s
segment average, nor in terms of the linear or cubic trend
component (all p’s > 0.63). Also, we had expected the
corrugator signal to a minimal ingroup character
experiencing positive emotion to end up above that to a
moral ingroup character experiencing the same emotion
(i.e., gray solid line in Figure 5B higher than gray solid line
in Figure 5A). However, both moral- and minimal ingroup-
positive were fitted with a flat line that did not significantly
differ in elevation (p � 0.79). For a full report of all estimates
and comparison see Supplementary Section S2d.

All in all, in the morality part of the design, we replicate the
core results of our earlier work: corrugator responses to negative
and positive emotion adjectives strongly depend on who is
experiencing the emotion described. In the minimal-group
part, however, the identity of the character does not matter at
all, with equally large adjective valence effects for minimal
ingroup and minimal outgroup characters.

Affect Reason
At the affective reason segment, participants read about events
that provided a reason for the character’s emotion. The analysis at
this segment involves a 2 (grouping dimension: morality vs.
minimal group) × 2 (group: ingroup vs. outgroup) × 2 (affect
reason valence: positive vs. negative) design. Figure 6 displays the
associated corrugator EMG-responses. One striking aspect of the
EMG-patterns in Figures 6A and B is the renewed phasic
corrugator response in all four conditions motivating a
character’s negative emotion, which suggests that these
sentence fragments contained enough information to elicit
additional differential corrugator activity. Also, as evident
from the entire-epoch Figure 3, these new phasic corrugator
responses ride on top of relatively stable corrugator differences
that emerged at the prior affective state adjective, and that lasted
for several more seconds, throughout the intermediate neutral
connector phrase (e.g., “when after a few minutes”). Because
corrugator activity is expressed as a percentage of the same pre-
stimulus baseline at all three critical segments, these longer-
lasting state adjective effects are responsible for the pre-
existing differences at 0 s in Figure 6.

Analysis of the average EMG activity across the entire 2.5-s
affect reason segment revealed a significant three-way-interaction
of grouping dimension, group, and affect reason valence (F (8,
255.28) � 41.79, p < 0.001), an interaction that to some extent
reflects these earlier adjective-triggered EMG effects. As before, we
discuss all further effects for moral and minimal groups separately.

Moral In- and Outgroup
In line with ’t Hart et al. (2019), we had expected a renewed phasic
corrugator response to events that were the reason for negative, as
opposed to positive, emotion, particularly for good characters,
but possibly also for bad characters. As can be seen in Figure 6A,
there is indeed a clear and substantial increase for negative events
befalling good characters (solid black line) and a flat-line response
for positive events befalling these same characters (solid gray
line). A smaller but descriptively comparable response difference
emerged for bad characters, with negative events (dashed black
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line) eliciting somewhat higher corrugator EMG activity than
positive events (dashed gray line).

For good characters (solid lines), average corrugator activation
across the segment was indeed significantly higher for negative
events than for positive events (difference neg-pos b � 62.20, t
(430.05) � 5.20, p < 0.001, 95% CI [38.69, 85.71]). Furthermore,
while negative events elicited a significant linear increase in
corrugator activity (b � 41.70, t (61.46) � 2.42, p � 0.02, 95%
CI [7.20, 76.20]), modulated by significant quadratic and cubic
trends (both p < 0.04, see Supplementary Section S2f), positive
events elicited a flat-line EMG response. For bad characters
(dashed lines), however, average corrugator activation at
negative and positive events was not significantly different
(difference neg-pos b � 21.38, t (438.89) � 1.78, p � 0.08, 95%
CI [−2.25, 45.01]). Also, although negative events elicited an
almost significant linear increase in corrugator activity (b � 38.64,
t (61.72) � 1.94, p � 0.06, 95% CI [−1.16, 78.44]) while positive
events did not (b � 4.27, t (61.76) � 1.01, p � 0.32, 95% CI [−4.20,
12.74]), the difference between the two linear trends was not
significant (differenceneg-pos b � 34.37, t (67.30) � 1.69, p � 0.10,
95% CI [−6.25, 75.00]). Both events did elicit a significant
quadratic trend (p � 0.02 and p � 0.01 for negative and
positive events respectively, see Supplementary Section S2f).

With the two EMG-signals for good characters being much
(and significantly) further apart than the two EMG-signals for
bad characters, Figure 6A could be taken to suggest that readers
are again more sensitive to the fate of good characters than to that
of bad ones, just as at the adjective. However, the elevated average
corrugator response to negative over positive events with moral
ingroup characters is to a large extent already present at 0 s, and is
as such presumably largely due to spill-over from the earlier
adjective effect (see particularly Figure 3, and compare the EMG-
pattern at segment onset in Figure 6A to the EMG-pattern at
segment offset in Figure 5A). We therefore cannot confidently
model this pattern of results as renewed differential sensitivity to
the fate of good and bad characters. In all, the only informative
result in this part of the design is a significant phasic rise-fall
response when reading about bad events (happening to good or

bad people alike), and when reading about good events
happening to bad people.

Minimal In- and Outgroup
As can be seen in Figure 6B, the dominant pattern of results is
that of large phasic corrugator responses to negative events
befalling both minimal ingroup (“type P”) and outgroup
(“type O”) characters, and no responses to positive events.
Statistical analysis confirms this. For minimal ingroup
characters, average corrugator activation across the segment
was higher for negative events than for positive events
(difference neg-pos b � 52.06, t (429.90) � 4.35, p < 0.001, 95%
CI [28.55, 75.56]). Furthermore, while negative events happening
tominimal ingroup characters elicited a significant linear increase
in corrugator activity (b � 40.57, t (59.99) � 2.26, p � 0.03, 95% CI
[4.67, 76.46]), which was modulated by a significant quadratic
and marginally significant cubic trend (p � 0.03 and 0.07,
respectively, see Supplementary Section S2f), the corrugator
response to positive events was modeled as a flat line. For
minimal outgroup characters, average corrugator activation
across the segment was also higher for negative events than
for positive events (difference neg-pos b � 43.94, t (430.28) �
3.67, p < 0.001, 95% CI [20.43, 67.45]). Furthermore, while
negative events again elicited a significant linear increase in
corrugator activity (b � 12.38, t (61.92) � 2.71, p � 0.01, 95%
CI [3.25, 21.52]), which was modulated by a significant quadratic
trend (p � 0.02, see Supplementary Section S2f), the corrugator
response to positive events was again modeled as a flat line.

We had speculated that minimal group status might also have
an impact on how negative vs. positive events affected the
corrugator response. Although Figure 6B suggests a somewhat
stronger EMG-response to negative events befalling minimal
ingroup characters than befalling minimal outgroup
characters, the statistics do not clearly support this: average
corrugator activation over the entire 2.5-s segment did not
differ (differenceingrp–outgrp b � 9.10, t (439.04) � 0.76, p �
0.45, 95% CI [−14.53, 32.73]), nor did any of the trends (e.g.,
linear trend differenceingrp–outgrp b � 28.18, t (67.75) � 1.52, p �

FIGURE 6 | Corrugator EMG response to reasons given for positive and negative character affect, for (A)moral and (B)minimal in- and outgroups. Dots show the
observed data (averaged per 100 ms), and lines show the final growth curve model. The gray bands represent 95% confidence intervals from the final growth
curve model.
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0.13, 95% CI [−8.77, 65.14]). EMG-responses to positive events
befalling minimal ingroup vs. minimal outgroup characters were
fitted with a flat line whose elevation did not differ either
(differenceingrp–outgrp b � 0.99, t (421.35) � 0.08, p � 0.93, 95%
CI [−22.40, 24.38]).

DISCUSSION

When processing language, do we simultaneously use our
emotion systems to simulate somebody else’s described
emotion and to evaluate, i.e., have our own emotions about,
what is described? We explored the viability of a multiple-drivers
model for language-driven emotion (’t Hart et al., 2018; ’t Hart
et al., 2019; van Berkum et al., in press) by “downtuning” the force
of character-dependent emotional evaluation via a minimal-
groups paradigm, such that corrugator EMG responses would
reveal character-independent emotion simulation to a larger
extent. Also, we aimed to replicate the findings of ’t Hart et al.
(2018), ’t Hart et al. (2019), generalizing those earlier morality-
based observations to a situation where characters were simply
declared as good or bad, rather than shown to be so earlier in a
story. As for morality, we indeed replicated the core result of our
earlier studies: substantially more frowning to negative emotion
adjectives than to positive ones when the character having the
emotion was seen as morally good, but not when he or she was
seen as morally bad. However, and in contrast to our
expectations, defining characters as belonging to a minimal
(rather than a moral) in- or outgroup did not matter to how
much more readers frowned to negative as opposed to positive
emotion adjectives. We first discuss the EMG-results per
segment, and then turn to a more general discussion.

Processing Character Descriptions
In our study, introducing some unknown fictional character as a
member of a minimal in- or outgroup did not elicit any
differential frowning. As for moraly defined groups, however,
things were different: declaring some unknown fictional character
as “really bad” led to a small but significant phasic increase in
frowning, whereas declaring a character as “really good” did not
affect the corrugator. It is perhaps tempting to relate this to
differences at the level of situation modeling (see Figure 1), i.e., of
imagining a concrete bad character in some real or imaginary
context (with a silhouette providing extra input). However,
because isolated negative words are known to elicit more
frowning than positive words (e.g., Larsen et al., 2003; Kunkel,
2018; see van Berkum et al., in press, for review), this effect may
very well also—or exclusively—hinge on automatic responses
associated with the retrieval of negative vs. positive words (“bad
vs. “good”). Either way, it is interesting to compare the very
modest current effect to the very large corrugator responses to
descriptions morally bad and good character behavior in our
earlier two studies. In ’t Hart et al. (2018), ’t Hart et al. (2019),
phasic corrugator increases were some 50–90% higher at peak
relative to baseline, when participants read about a main
character committing a concrete moral transgression (e.g.,
deliberately speeding up to soak a pedestrian in the rain) than

when reading about that character displaying morally good
behavior (e.g., deliberately slowing down to not soak the
pedestrian). In the current study, however, seeing a silhouette
simply described as really bad generated a phasic corrugator
increase which was only some 10% higher at peak relative to
baseline, as compared to a silhouette described as really good.
Although adequately controlled within-experiment comparisons
are required to explore the matter further, this comparative
observation could be taken to suggest that describing a
concrete bad action in some detail is frowned upon to a much
larger extent than simply defining somebody as a bad person, an
interpretation that is in line with the idea that our brains evolved
to deal with concrete events and actions, and are as such much
more sensitive to narrative than to non-narrative descriptions
(e.g., Boyd, 2009; Boyd, 2018).

Processing Character Affect
Our predictions for the impact of character morality on reading a
subsequent adjective that described an emotion of that character
were confirmed. With good characters, readers frowned more at
negative affective state adjectives like “angry” than at positive
affective state adjectives like “happy”, with the difference
emerging very rapidly, within only a few hundred milliseconds
after adjective presentation. With bad characters, our earlier work
had led us to predict that this differential valence effect would be
reduced to (close to) zero, which was indeed what we observed in
the current study too. Taken together, these EMG-results
constitute a direct replication of the ’t Hart et al. (2018),
’t Hart et al. (2019) findings. Like the original findings, the new
findings are compatible with a multiple-drivers account in which
the valenced emotional responses associated with language-
driven simulation and evaluation align for good characters,
but counteract each other in the case of bad characters.

Our current morality-based EMG-findings also extend the
morality-based ’t Hart et al. (2018), ’t Hart et al. (2019) results
from a paradigm where characters were described as actually
doing something good or bad to a paradigm where characters are
simply described as being good or bad. Note that the size of the
EMG-effect at the critical state adjective (a difference at peak of
about 30% relative to baseline) is comparable to the
corresponding effect at the critical affective state adjective
observed by ’t Hart et al. (2019); a difference at peak of about
20% relative to baseline. Thus, although declaring rather than
showing somebody as bad strongly attenuates the differential
EMG-response of readers at the character segment, the
downstream impact of this on how readers respond to various
character emotions is not attenuated by that factor at all.

Furthermore, our findings are in line with other EMG-
evidence that the social identity of characters can affect later
language-driven processing. In an EMG-study on social
unexpectedness, for example, descriptions of moral
transgressions generated a larger corrugator response if they
were committed by characters previously described in a
positive, rather than a negative, way (Bartholow et al., 2001).
Also, in an EMG-study involving Italian in- or outgroup
politicians (e.g., Berlusconi; Fino et al., 2019) the corrugator
responded strongly to negative vs. positive emotional
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expression descriptions (e.g., “Berlusconi frowns” vs. “Berlusconi
smiles”) if the politician belonged to the participant’s political
ingroup, but not if he or she belonged to the participant’s political
outgroup. The overall pattern of results in the latter study is
actually strikingly similar to the pattern in our current and two
earlier studies, with average corrugator EMG-responses to
outgroup politicians that are not only indifferent to the
characters’ emotional state, but that are also positioned
between the very different corrugator signals to negative vs.
positive emotions of ingroup politicians. This makes sense:
political and moral orientations are strongly related (e.g., see
van Berkum et al., 2009; Haidt, 2012), and both are associated
with strong in- and outgroups. Still, the stability of this crucial
finding across labs and materials is reassuring.

In the minimal-group part of the design, the EMG results
here were predicted to be an attenuated version of those in the
moral-group part of the design, with an intermediately sized
adjective valence effect for both in- and outgroup characters,
and some group-dependent modulation of this effect.
However, although the adjective valence effects for
minimal in- and outgroups were indeed of an intermediate
magnitude, they also were exactly the same. Under a
multiple-drivers account, this suggests that when reading,
say, “Mark is angry”, readers not only simulate negative
emotion at the lexical and/or situation-model level
similarly for minimal in- and outgroup characters, but also
evaluate the unhappy event in the same way. This evaluation
may or may not be neutral. Importantly, however, it does not
differ as a result of whether a type P or type O person is
being angry.

A major goal of the current study was to look for new traces of
the “power struggle” between language-driven simulation and
evaluation, beyond what is visible when working with moral
materials. We tried to do so by reducing the impact of character-
dependent evaluation while keeping the force of lexical and
situation-model simulation intact. But this part of the
endeavor did not succeed. The reason may well be that the
current minimal-groups manipulation is too subtle, and that
when applied to fictional people, the resulting group bias is
simply too weak to generate any detectable character-
dependent evaluation at the critical emotional state adjective.
We return to the implication of this after discussing our findings
at the third segment.

Processing Reasons for Character Affect
Although the experimental logic hinged on the EMG results at
critical adjectives describing the character’s positive or negative
emotion, EMG responses to the later verbal explanation for that
emotion also provided some information. First of all, the
explanations for negative character emotion elicited renewed
rise-fall phasic corrugator responses in all four character
conditions (of at least an additional 30% relative to the signal
at 0 msec), whereas the explanations for positive character
emotion elicited zero responses in three out of four cases, and
only a small (∼10%) phasic increase when the positive emotion
involves a bad character. Example explanations for negative
character emotion involve such phrases as “(because) her

shares turned out to be worthless”, “(because) he stared at her
and ignored her”, “(because) somebody pushed her aside to get in
more quickly” and “(because the waitress) responds in a grumpy
way and looks angrily at her”. The phasic corrugator effects that
these reasons for negative character emotion elicit in the reader
can thus be explained inmany ways, including frowning onmoral
transgressions, imagining unpleasant states of affairs, or
simulating the negative emotions of secondary characters. It is
also conceivable that reading about a reason for negative emotion
can briefly boost the situation-model simulation of the main
character being in that negative state—after all, knowing that
somebody’s anger has a reason that fully justifies it, and that you
can identify with, may well deepen one’s mental representation of
that anger. Because the affect reason segments were not
controlled to allow us to discriminate between these various
options, these are all issues for future research.

A second and theoretically more interesting finding is that, at
the onset of this affective reason segment, the corrugator
activation levels by and large echo those at the end of the
affective state adjective segment (compare Figures 5 and 6).
As can be seen in Figure 3, the reason is that the corrugator
response to descriptions of character emotion are to a large extent
maintained throughout the intervening 3 s, during which people
read neutral connector phrases such as “. . .when after a few
minutes . . . ” or “. . .when he arrives at the station and . . . “. In the
case of moral in- and outgroup characters, this sustained
corrugator behavior replicates what we observed at neutral
connector phrases in the ’t Hart et al. (2019) study. As
discussed in our earlier paper, this could be taken to indicate
that the emotion simulation induced by phrases like “Mark is
angry” is more likely to occur at the level of the situation model
(where the character is modeled as angry) than at
the—presumably more short-lived—level of simulation as part
of retrieving the meaning of the word “angry” from memory. Of
course, under the current multiple-drivers account for our
morality-based EMG-results at the state adjective, sustained
simulation would need to be matched with equally sustained
group-dependent evaluation. Also note that the degree of stability
over these three intervening seconds is not perfect, which could
be taken to indicate dynamic fluctuations in simulation,
evaluation, or both. Still, we find it striking that the reader’s
emotional state, as indexed by the corrugator, remains relatively
stable for several seconds after the critical adjective, not just with
moral in- and outgroup characters, but also with minimal ones.

Counteracting Simulation and Evaluation
Drivers, or Something Else?
What are the implications for our theoretical model? The first
question we should ask is whether the absence of a minimal
group effect at the affective state adjective falsifies the
multiple-drivers model. We don’t think it does. If emotion
simulation and emotional evaluation both drive corrugator
EMG, but evaluation is the same for both minimal groups
(e.g., people care as much, or as little, about a type-P
character’s feelings than about a type-O character’s
feelings), no modulation of the adjective valence effect is
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to be expected. So, rather than rejecting the multiple-drivers
model on these grounds, a more sensible strategy at this point
is to look for other techniques that may selectively down- or
up-regulate the force of one of the presumed drivers (e.g.,
using story materials in which “bad” characters commit
severe, moderate or mild moral transgressions). Also, our
study does replicate the original findings that led us to adopt
the multiple-drivers model in the first place, extending the
relevant phenomenon to situations where characters are
simply declared—rather than shown—to be good or bad.
The lack of increased frowning to negative state adjectives
like “angry” over positive state adjectives like “happy”, for
morally bad characters, can therefore be explained by the
same account that we provided for those earlier findings, a tie
between lexical and/or situation model simulation pushing
corrugator activity up and fairness-based evaluation pushing
it down.

As we already pointed out in our earlier publications, a
simple account that involves lexical or situation-model
simulation only cannot explain why the corrugator faithfully
tracks the valence of emotion adjectives when the sentence is
about a good character, but not when it is about a bad character.
Also, it is difficult to account for our morality-based results in
terms of evaluation only. The results in Figure 5A might tempt
one to infer that readers care about what happens to good, but
not bad, characters, and that this differential evaluation alone
can parsimoniously explain the EMG results. However, this
interpretation seems unlikely. Part of the joy of written or
streamed fiction comes from caring about what happens to
good as well as bad characters. Also, if we would not care about
what happens to bad people, gossip would become
dysfunctional, and Schadenfreude would not exist. Of course,
in a boring lab, things could be different. However,
Schadenfreude has also been established in laboratory studies
(e.g., Leach and Spears, 2009; Feather and Nairn, 2005; Singer,
et al., 2006), and has even been shown to influence corrugator
activity (Cikara and Fiske, 2012). More generally, why would
the lab context lead people to become indifferent to the fate of
bad people, but not good people?

With simple simulation-only and evaluation-only accounts
dismissed, the multiple-drivers account displayed in Figure 1
remains an attractive one for our morality-based EMG results,
with positive or negative emotional responses associated with
language-driven simulation and evaluation aligning for good
characters but counteracting each other for bad characters.
The explanatory power and flexibility of this multi-factor
model is of course also a vulnerability. It is therefore crucial
to obtain independent evidence for our assumption that, at
least in our materials, simulation and evaluation fully cancel
each other out when reading about the emotions of bad
people.

Furthermore, although we did not consider them before
running the current study, other theoretical explanations for
our results may be on the table as well. One possibility is that
with immoral characters, readers are somehow less inclined to
engage in embodied simulation of what is being described, so less

likely to simulate an angry or happy character. This selective-
simulation idea fits with recent ideas on embodied language
processing, where it is becoming clear that language-driven
simulation is not an all-or-none concept but depends on all
kinds of contextual factors (Willems and Casasanto, 2011;
Havas and Matheson, 2013; Zwaan, 2014; Pecher and Zwaan,
2017; Pecher 2018; Winkielman et al., 2018). Identification, or
liking, could be one of those factors (Hoeken and Sinkeldam,
2014). As indicated in Figure 1 and discussed more fully
elsewhere (van Berkum et al., in press), we also cannot
exclude that emotional mimicry, in response to vividly
imagined character affect, partly drives emotional facial
expressions during language processing. Such mimicry
might occur more for good characters than for bad ones
either because emotions of the former are simulated to a
stronger extent, or because mimicry itself is selective, and
more likely to occur with ingroup or otherwise likable
characters than with other characters (see Hess and Fischer,
2014, for a review of relevant findings, and Fino et al., 2019, for
EMG-results interpreted in terms of language-driven
mimicry).

The possibility of selective simulation and/or selective
mimicry illustrates the fact that we are dealing with a very
complex situation here. Although we currently prefer our
multiple-drivers account over post-hoc accounts in terms of
selective simulation and/or selective mimicry—if only because
it was conceived of before the experiment—we acknowledge that
our studies are only scratching the surface. Language can lead to
emotion in many different ways, and disentangling them will
remain a challenge for some time.

LIMITATIONS

We end with some limitations of the current study. First, the
multiple-drivers account illustrated in Figure 1 inevitably
introduces several free parameters in our modeling of
language-driven facial EMG data. Of course, only some of
the depicted drivers may actually be at work (i.e., explain EMG
variance) at any given time. Furthermore, like so many other
workings of the human brain, language-driven emotion may
simply be this complex. Nevertheless, the explanatory power of
the current model is also a vulnerability, which will need to be
addressed in future work. Second, most of our participants
were female, with only 6 males in a group of 64 participants.
With small empathy-related sex differences in corrugator
EMG reported elsewhere van der Graaff et al. (2016), this
may matter. Third, we did not use a deliberate strategy to
prevent people from guessing that their facial expressions were
the object of study (e.g., attach dummy electrodes elsewhere,
cf. Fridlund and Cacioppo, 1986). Although corrugator activity
is in part automatic (e.g., Cacioppo et al., 1992; Dimberg et al.,
2000; Neumann et al., 2005; Tamietto and de Gelder, 2010; van
Boxtel, in press), and although it is plausible that participants
soon forgot about the electrodes (see Nordin, 1990, for
evidence of rapid facial sensory habituation), it may be wise
to consider such a strategy in future work. Fourth, in our
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growth curve analysis, only linear, quadratic and cubic trends
are fitted, and they were constrained to fit the signals in a
segment of a predefined duration. Although this worked out
reasonably well in our data, the segment constraint obviously
imposes limitations on how the data can be modeled—our
procedure would not work well, for instance, when most of the
segment contained a flat line, with a huge effect in the narrow
last bit of the signal only. Fifth, we assessed emotion in terms
of valence only—this simplified the research logic, but it also
ignores some of the richness of language-induced emotion.
Finally, we made relatively simple working assumptions about
how characters are perceived (e.g., as good or bad), and about
how people evaluate, say, something bad happening to a bad
character. We think that given our materials, those
assumptions are reasonable. However, people are layered,
and so is their response to other people’s fate. The study of
language-driven human emotion will sooner or later need to
take on this additional complexity.
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